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Abstract—This article presents an analytical model of com-

plex non-full-availability telecommunications systems. The

high degree of accuracy of the model is demonstrated by

a comparison with the results of simulation experiments. Due

to the introduction of an availability parameter, this model

may be used in the future for analyzing real systems, such

as, for example, cloud computing infrastructure. This will

be possible provided that the function combining the physical

structure of the system and the availability parameter is spec-

ified. This problem will be addressed in our future work and

will constitute the next stage of research undertaken by the

authors.

Keywords—analytical model, availability, non-full-availability

systems.

1. Introduction

From the traffic engineering perspective, telecommunica-

tions and computer systems that are currently under devel-

opment are characterized by a peculiar but rarely noticed

property, namely they constitute non-full-available systems.

Non-full-availability is based on the fact that calls arriving

at the input end of a system have no access to all of the

system’s resources. Instead, they only have access to a cer-

tain subset of those resources. In the literature, this subset

is referred to as availability [1], [2]. Basically, systems of

this type have existed in telecommunications from the very

inception of the domain. Over time, however, the source

of non-full-availability has changed. Originally, non-full-

availability resulted from the limited nature of telecommu-

nication networks’ resources, e.g. outputs of communica-

tions networks and telephone exchange systems, where the

number of such outputs exceeded the capacities of output

groups. Today, non-full-availability of a system results pri-

marily from the individual traffic management mechanisms

that are used by networks operators to optimize the use

of the available resources (e.g. resource reservation, com-

pression, priorities and queuing) and, very frequently, from

the wide area or distributed nature of the physical infras-

tructure. Non-full-availability of a system may be illus-

trated with an example of a dynamic resource reservation

system [3], [4]. Its operating principle is based on the

system’s occupancy limit (boundary) adopted which, when

exceeded, causes the resources of the system to be avail-

able only to certain pre-defined calls, at the expense of the

remaining calls.

Concurrent use of a number of mechanisms means that

the degree of dependence between the amount of resource-

savailable to a given call and the system occupation level

becomes even higher. Physical infrastructure of a cloud

computing system may serve as the best example of a mod-

ern non-full-availability solution. A high number of de-

vices, the distributed nature of the system, the mecha-

nisms used to optimize of the utilization of resources in

cloud computing, the mechanisms that guarantee safe pro-

vision of the services, the algorithms employed to reduce

power consumption, as well as the nature of the services

offered [5]–[8] all make it possible for new calls to be sup-

ported and serviced by the resources in the cloud.

There is a number of models available in the literature con-

cerned with analyzing current telecommunications systems.

As a rule, however, these models deal with a single traffic

management mechanism, while a real system is approx-

imated by a model of a full-availability system (histori-

cally known as a full-availability group model), e.g. shown

in [9]–[15]. Models of non-full-availability systems, such

as the limited-availability group model (LAG) or Erlang’s

ideal grading (EIG), are used for that purpose less fre-

quently [16]–[19].

Non-full-availability systems belong to a group of the so-

called state-dependent systems [20], [11]. This dependence

may result from the existence of the function that relates the

number of busy resources in a system to the calls that arrive

at the input, or, alternatively, dependence between the num-

ber of occupied system resources and the decision to admit

a new call for service may exist. In the former case, we

deal with systems with a state-dependent call stream. In the

latter case, we deal with systems with a state-dependent ser-

vice process. [20] presents general rules applicable to mod-

eling this type of systems with the use of a one-dimensional

Markov process, after the so-called state transition coeffi-

cient has been taken into account. This coherent methodol-

ogy makes it possible to model very complicated systems

as well, providing that the relevant transition coefficients

may be determined.

This article presents an analytical model of a complex non-

full-availability system. The structure of the system shows

some non-full-availability features, i.e. it is composed of

a group of separated resources that are non-full-availability

systems themselves. It is the authors’ opinion that the

model may be relied upon, in the future, to model the
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physical infrastructure of cloud computing solutions. The

authors of the article are currently conducting research on

the conditions under which this may become feasible.

The remaining part of the article is structured as follows.

Section 2 presents the main assumptions for modeling state-

dependent systems. Section 3 provides a description of the

structure of this complex non-full-availability system and

the corresponding analytical model proposed. On account

of the approximate nature of the model, Section 4 presents

a comparison between the results obtained with the ana-

lytical model and the results obtained during simulation

experiments. The article is summarized in Section 5.

2. State-dependent Systems

2.1. Resources and Traffic in Telecommunications

Networks

Today’s telecommunications networks are primarily packet-

switched networks based on the IP protocol. The analysis

of a network at the packet level is complicated and time

consuming. Papers [9], [21], [22] prove that it is possible

to analyze packet networks at the call level, where calls

correspond to packet streams (with constant or variable

transmission rates) that are sent between a given source

and the receiver. Thus, the network traffic represented has

the properties of Poisson traffic flow. Thanks to this oper-

ation, it is possible to express the amount of resources of

the system in dimensionless units, i.e. in resource alloca-

tion units (AU). This transition from dimensional units to

dimensionless units is known as discretization. The said

operation increases versatility of models, since the scope

of their operation is not limited to the analysis of the link

bit rate (in bps), but is expanded to include other system

resources, such as storage memory, RAM memory or pro-

cessors [23].

The above-mentioned discretization process will be illus-

trated with an example of a network resource (e.g. a link

between routers) with the capacity of C bps. This resource

services constant bit rate (CBR) streams and variable bit

rate (VBR) streams. In the discretization process, the VBR

streams are represented by streams with a constant bit rate,

with the transmission speed equal to the so-called equiva-

lent bandwidth (EB). EB for individual call classes may be

determined either on the basis of the maximum bit rates or

on the basis of heuristic algorithms, in line with the prin-

ciple that the result of a VBR call service in the network

is the same as the result of a CBR call service with the bit

rate equal to EB [24]. Most frequently, these algorithms

take into account such traffic parameters and networks sys-

tem parameters as the maximum and the average bit rate of

a call, bit rate variance, acceptable delay, jitter and quality

of service (QoS) parameters adopted for a given service,

etc. It is worth emphasizing at this point that the determi-

nation of the EB value on the basis of the maximum bit

rates makes it possible to analyze the system under consid-

eration for the worst conditions, i.e. for the highest offered

traffic. The knowledge of EB values (the manner in which

EB is determined for individual packet streams is beyond

the scope of the present article) for all traffic classes offered

to the system makes it possible to determine the resource

allocation unit of the system, as the traffic class is com-

posed of all packet streams with similar parameters. The

general assumption is that 1 AU is equal to the greatest

common divisor of the equivalent bandwidths of all traffic

classes that are offered to the system:

1 AU ≡ cAU = GCD(c1, . . . , ci, . . . , cm) , (1)

where ci (bps) is the equivalent bandwidth of class i,
whereas m is the number of traffic classes offered to the

system. The parameter cAU determines the bit rate per

a single AU.

After the determination of cAU it is possible to express the

capacity of resource V and the demands of individual traffic

classes ti in the AUs, where C is the resource capacity:

V =

⌊

C
cAU

⌋

, (2)

ti =

⌈

ci

cAU

⌉

. (3)

Call classes are described by:

• λi intensities of call stream of class i (1 ≤ i ≤ m);

this parameter characterizes the frequency at which

new calls arrive,

• µi intensities of service stream of class i (1 ≤ i ≤ m);

this parameter characterizes call service time,

• ai average intensity of traffic of class i (in relation to

calls):

ai = λi/µi. (4)

To simplify the analysis of modern networks, an additional

assumption may be made that 1 AU corresponds to the bit

rate of 1 bps (or 1 kbps):

cAU = 1 bps. (5)

This choice of the AU value causes the demands of individ-

ual classes – Eq. (3) and the capacity of the system – Eq. (2)

to be equal, in terms of their value, with the demanded bit

rates and the total capacity of the system:

ci = ti , C = V. (6)

2.2. General Model of State-dependent Systems

The general method for modeling state-dependent systems

by a one-dimensional Markov process is presented in [20].

The dependence of a system on its state (i.e. resource oc-

cupancy) may be a result of the following:

• limited number of traffic sources – in this case,

we deal with systems with a state-dependent call

stream – a single source can generate a new call only

when it is unoccupied. As a consequence, the ration

the number of calls that arrive at the input of the sys-
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between tem within a given time unit and the number

of calls admitted earlier is changed. For instance, for

Engset traffic, this number decreases along with an

increase in the number of occupied traffic sources;

• system structure – in this case, we deal with a system

with a state-dependent service stream. The structure

of the system and the call service process may cause

only a part of the resources to be available, just as

it is the case with switching networks, for example.

The structure of the connections within the network

and the calls that are currently serviced may then

affect the setting up of a connection between a free

input and a free output of the network, rendering it

impossible;

• algorithms operating the call admission control

function – similarly as in the former case, we deal

with a state-dependent service stream. Call admission

control algorithms may prevent new calls from be-

ing serviced under certain operating conditions, e.g.

based on a dynamic resource reservation in relation

to the total number of busy AUs in the system.

In state-dependent systems, the transition between states

depends not only on the parameters λi and µi, but addi-

tionally on the so-called conditional transition coefficient

σi(n), where i is the number of a call classes, and n is the

number of busy AUs in the system. This is presented, in

a simplified form, in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Transition between states of Markov process: (a) state-

independent system, (b) state-dependent system.

It is proved in [20] that in the case of systems in which

state-dependence is the result of a number of different and

independent sources, the total conditional transition coeffi-

cient may be determined in the following way:

σi(n) = [σi(n)]R[σi(n)]A[σi(n)]P, (7)

where:

• [σi(n)]R is the conditional transition coefficient of

class i in occupancy state n, resulting from the prop-

erties of a call stream of this class,

• [σi(n)]A is the conditional transition coefficient of

class i in occupancy state n, resulting from the struc-

ture of the system,

• [σi(n)]P is the conditional transition coefficient of

class i in occupancy state n, resulting from the func-

tion of new call admission in the system.

The knowledge of the values of all σi(n) parameters makes

it possible to determine occupancy distribution within the

system with the use of the following formula [20]:

n[Pn]V =
m

∑
i=1

aiti[σi(n)]V [P(n−ti)]V , (8)

where [Pn]V is the probability of occupancy n AUs in the

system.

3. Model of a Complex

Non-full-availability System

3.1. Structure of Complex Non-full-availability Systems

The analytical model proposed in the article was developed

for a system that is presented, in its simplified form, in

Fig. 2. The assumption was that the system was composed

of k separated resources (subgroups) with the capacity of

f AUs. The total capacity of the system is:

V = k f . (9)

The division of all AUs within the system into separated

full-availability resources renders the system a non-full-

available solution. The literature of the subject describes its

analytical model, known as the limited-availability group

model [25]. In this paper, we assumed that each of k
separated resources shows the properties of a non-full-

availability system. Non-full-availability of a single sep-

arated resource may stem from its internal structure or

from the call admission control algorithm. The literature

presents a small number of analytical models pertaining to

non-full-availability systems, e.g. Palm-Jacobeus formula,

modified Palm-Jacobeus formula or the EIG model [1].

Fig. 2. Simplified diagram of the structure of a complex non-

full-availability system.
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In analytical models, non-full-availability of resources is

characterized by a parameter knowns as availability di
(1 ≤ i ≤ m) [1], [26]. This parameter determines the num-

ber of AUs in the system to which calls of a given class

have access. It is unique for each class of calls (and it may

assume different values for each of those classes), while its

value is based on the structure of the system and on the

call admission control mechanism. It should be stressed

that if calls of class i have availability equal to di AUs of

the system, this does not necessarily mean that all of them

have access to the same AUs. Typically, they have access

to different AUs of the system. Calls or, to be more pre-

cise, their sources that have access to the same AUs in the

system are called a load group. In EIG, the number of

load groups (for calls of class i) is equal to the number of

choices of d AUs from V :

gi =

(

V
di

)

. (10)

In real world systems, this number is typically lower.

Figure 3 shows a simple single-service system with the

capacity of 3 AUs and availability of d = 2 AUs that illus-

trates the idea of availability and presents an example of

a blocking state.

Fig. 3. Non-full-availability system: (a) the availability concept,

(b) occupied load group no. 3.

The assumption is that in the complex non-full-availability

system under consideration, new calls are admitted accord-

ing to the following algorithm. Assume that a call of class

i that demands ti AUs for service arrives at the input to

the system. In the first instance, the number of unoccupied

AUs in the entire system is checked. If the number of free

AUs in the entire system is lower than ti AUs, then the

call is lost. When this is not the case, a further check is

performed to verify whether in a single separated resource

there exist at least ti unoccupied AUs. This condition is

particularly important, as calls may be supported only by

AUs that belong to one separated resource. If such re-

sources are not available, then the call is rejected. In the

case where the system has separated resources that have at

least ti free AUs available, one of the available resources

is chosen randomly and the system checks whether the re-

source may admit the call under consideration for service.

The absence of a possibility to admit a new call may result

from the fact that this new call has no access to (i.e. cannot

occupy) free AUs in the resource. If the selected separated

resource does not offer such a possibility, then the next one

is selected. In the worst case, all k separated resources will

be checked. If none of k resources can service the new

call, the call is lost again.

3.2. Analytical Model

To determine occupancy distribution in the system under

consideration, as given by Eq. (8), and, in consequence

the blocking probability, it is necessary to determine the

values of the conditional transition coefficient σi(n) for all

call classes offered and for all system occupancy states. The

state-dependence of the service stream and, consequently,

the non-full-availability in the system under consideration,

results from two factors:

• all AUs in the system are divided into k identical

separated resources (subsystems), while a call may be

completely serviced by one separated resource only,

• each separated resource has limited access to its own

AUs which leads, in consequence, to a situation in

which - despite a sufficient number of free AUs – the

call cannot be admitted for service due to the lack of

access to free AUs.

On the basis of Eq. (7), we can write:

σi(n) = [σi(n)]SZ [σi(n)]S, (11)

where [σi(n)]SZ is the transition coefficient that results

from the division of the AUs of the system into the sepa-

rated resources, whereas [σi(n)]S results from the non-full-

availability of a single separated resource.

Now, let us consider the manner in which parameters

[σi(n)]SZ and [σi(n)]S may be determined.

The values of the coefficient [σi(n)]SZ may be determined

as follows. Since calls may be completely serviced only

by a single separated resource, this resource has to have

at least ti unoccupied AUs. To satisfy this condition, an

appropriate distribution of free AUs between all separated

resources is required. An unfavorable distribution of free

AUs within the system may be followed by new calls being

rejected, as presented in Fig. 4. The said figure shows the

distribution of three free AUs in a system that is composed

of two separated resources. If, at the input to this system,

a call that demands 3 AUs arrives, then it may be admitted

for service only in the case of 2 from 4 potential distribu-

tions of unoccupied AUs within the entire system.

To determine the conditional transition coefficient, the de-

pendence proposed in [25] can be used:

[σi(n)]SZ
V =

F(V −n,k, f )−F(V −n,k, ti −1)

F(V −n,k, f )
, (12)

where the function F(x,k, f ) is given by:

F(x,k, f ) =

⌊

x
f+1

⌋

∑
i=0

(−1)i
(

k
i

)(

x+ k−1−i( f +1)

k−1

)

. (13)
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Fig. 4. Distribution of free AUs in separated resources.

Parameter [σi(n)]SZ
V is calculated based on the assumption

that separated resources are of the full-availability vari-

ety. This assumption is based on the new connection setup

algorithm implemented. According to this algorithm, the

separated resources are checked for free AUs first, without

checking whether there is access to them.

Each of the separated resources may be the source for non-

full-availability as well. Systems in which calls have limited

access to their own AUs may be modeled by EIG [26], [1].

In this model, the conditional transition coefficient is de-

termined with the use of the following formula:

[σi(n)]EIG
f = 1−

z

∑
di−ti+1

(

di
x

)(

f −di
n− x

)

(

f
n

) , (14)

where: z = n− ti, if (di − ti + 1) ≤ (n− ti) < di, z = di, if

(n− ti) ≥ di.

In order to substitute Eqs. (12) and (14) into Eq. (11), two

problems have to be solved first. Firstly, the occupancy of

a single separated resource changes from 1 to f , while the

occupancy of the whole of the system changes from 1 to V .

Secondly, the call admission algorithm allows all separated

resources that have at least ti free AUs to be checked. In the

proposed analytical model, the first problem was solved in

the following way: since the assumption was that the choice

as to the separated resources was random, then it could be

adopted that approximately (rough estimate) each of them

had equal loads and, what followed, the average number

of occupied AUs in each resource was equal to n
k , where

n was the occupancy state in the entire system. The other

problem, in turn, was solved thanks to the adoption of the

assumption that since service admission of a new call de-

pends on the state of each of the separated resources, then

product dependence must exist between the transition coef-

ficients in each of the separated resources and the resultant

transition coefficient [σi(n)]S. The proposed Eq. (15) was

defined as follows: since the call admission algorithm for

new calls assumes the possibility of checking all separated

resources, then the admission of a new call is possible if

such a possibility exists in just one of them:

[σi(n)]S = 1−
(

1−σi

(n
k

)

)k

. (15)

By taking into consideration Equations (12), (14) and (15),

we can ultimately write:

σi(n) = [σi(n)]SZσi(n)]S =

= [σi(n)]SZ
[

1−
(

1−σi

(

n
k

)

)k]

=

=
F(V −n,k, f )−F(V −n,k, ti −1)

F(V −n,k, f )
×











1−











z
∑

di−ti+1

(

di
x

)(

f −di
b n

k c− x

)

(

f
b n

k c

)











k









. (16)

4. Results

To verify the proposed analytical model, the results ob-

tained with the use of the model were compared with

the results of the simulation. For this particular purpose,

a simulation model of the non-full-availability system un-

der consideration was devised and implemented in the C++

language. The simulator used the event scheduling method-

ology. To determine a single measurement, 5 series of

simulations with 1,000,000 calls of the class that demanded

the highest number of AUs for series each, were performed.

The results obtained are presented in the form of a function

of traffic offered to a single AU of the system:

a =

m
∑

i=1
aiti

V
. (17)

Another assumption was that the total traffic offered was

divided between individual call classes in the following

manner: a1t1 : a2t2 : ... : amtm=1 : 1 : ... : 1.

Figure 5 shows the result for the following system: k = 3,

f = 25 AUs. The system was offered three classes of calls

(m = 4) that demanded 1, 2, 3 and 4 AUs for service,

respectively, while the availabilities were 8, 10, 12 and 15

AUs (Case 1). Figure 6 shows the result for the following

system: k = 3, f = 15 AUs. The system was offered three

classes of calls (m = 3) that demanded 1, 2 and 3 AUs

for service, respectively, while the availabilities were 6, 8

and 10 AUs (Case 2). Figure 8 shows the result for the

following system: k = 3, f = 21 AUs. The system was

offered three classes of calls (m = 3) that demanded 1, 2
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Fig. 5. Blocking probability in a complex non-full-availability

system (Case 1).

Fig. 6. Blocking probability in a complex non-full-availability

system (Case 2).

Fig. 7. Blocking probability in a complex non-full-availability

system (Case 3).

and 5 AUs for service, respectively, while the availabilities

were 7, 10 and 18 AUs (Case 3).

The model presented is an extension of the research de-

scribed in article [27]. The previous model, in the sce-

nario with low availability for the class requesting the least

number of resources, showed some significant inaccuracies.

Figure 5 shows the results obtained using models described

in [27], [4], and the model described in the current article

in connection with the following system: k = 3, f = 24

AUs. The system was offered three classes of calls (m = 3)

that demanded 1, 3 and 4 AUs for service, respectively,

while the availabilities were 5, 10 and 13 AUs (Case II).

Thanks to the modification, the problem of inaccuracies in

the youngest class has been eliminated.

Fig. 8. Blocking probability in a complex non-full-availability

system (Case 4) calculate by 2 models.

The analytical model proposed in the article is of the ap-

proximate variety. However, the presented results of the

study show that the model is efficient at approximating the

non-full- availability system under consideration. The high-

est error rate under investigation occurs for the class that

demands the lowest number of AUs. However, this in-

accuracy is much lower than that in the model presented

in [27]. This error is based on a certain underestimation of

the blocking probability, but the repeatability of this error

makes it possible to introduce a relevant adjustment to the

model. The accuracy of the model, as confirmed in the

study, makes it possible rely on the model for modeling

non-full-availability systems, such as those used in cloud

computing. This will be feasible, however, only when ap-

propriate equations that make it possible to determine the

availability in such systems are proposed. This will be the

subject of further research the authors intend to conduct.

5. Summary

This article presents the architecture of a complex non-full-

availability system and its analytical model developed by
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the authors, enabling to determine loss coefficients and the

blocking probability in this system. Though the proposed

model is of the approximate nature, the results obtained in

the study clearly indicate that is its highly accurate. The

approximation errors that occur in the results, and are re-

ported in the investigation, are of the fixed nature, which

makes it possible to introduce simple corrections and ad-

justments that would nullify these differences during the

further development stages. The authors are of the opinion

that further research into complex non-full-availability sys-

tems is of utmost importance due to the dynamic growth

of IT services and increasingly more sophisticated systems

that are offered to users. The model presented in the arti-

cle may become, in the future, a useful tool in modeling

real telecommunications systems, such as data centers or

cloud computing solutions. The fact that it requires a small

amount of computer resources to perform calculations and

is characterized by a relatively short time of operation is

an additional advantage of the model presented.
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